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Teach Communication Skills with Speech Cards
Published on 11/13/12
RWH Technology is pleased to announce that Speech Cards Lite is now available for the iPad
on the App Store. Speech Cards 1.0.2 is a flashcards app for improving the speech and
language skills of people of all ages. Use this customizable app to teach categories,
articulation, vocabulary, sight words and more. The developer provides a Lite version so
that users may try some of the features before upgrading to the full, Professional
version.
San Diego, California - Speech Cards is a flashcards app for improving the speech and
language skills of people of all ages. RWH Technology is pleased to announce that Speech
Cards Lite is available for the iPad on the App Store. The developer provides a Lite
version so that you may try some of the features before upgrading to the full,
Professional version.
Every individual/group has a unique set of goals for improving their communication skills,
and therefore require a different set of learning materials. "Speech Cards allows the
creation of different flashcards that meet the needs of your students", says Tiffany
Harrison, speech language pathologist and co-designer of Speech Cards. "You can customize
Speech Cards to teach categories, articulation, vocabulary, sight words, first words,
social stories, encourage use of spoken language/communication skills, and much more."
App Features:
* Customizable text, pictures and audio
* Microphone to record your student speaking
* Integrated scoring and reporting system to track the progress of your students
* Share cards with your friends and colleagues
Speech Cards Lite comes pre-loaded with 10 cards of animals, is limited to 2 decks of
cards and support for 1 student. The full, Speech Cards Professional version, includes 4
decks (40 cards), supports up to 24 decks of cards and can track scores for up to 12
students.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* 5.1 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Speech Cards Lite 1.0.2 is available for free worldwide exclusively through the App Store
in the Education category. An in-app-purchase is available for $4.99 USD (or equivalent in
other currencies) to upgrade to the features of the Professional version.
RWH Technology:
http://rwhtechnology.com
Speech Cards 1.0.2:
http://rwhtechnology.com/apps/speech-cards
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/speech-cards-lite/id565131348
Purchase and Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/speech-cards-professional/id560581911
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Screenshot:
http://rwhtechnology.com/app-media/speech-cards/speech-cards-lite-1024x748-1.png
App Icon:
http://rwhtechnology.com/app-media/speech-cards/speech-cards-lite-icon-180x180.png

RWH Technology is developing technology solutions that can help speech therapists and
parents improve the speech of children with speech or language delay. The team consists of
Robert Harrison, a software developer, and his wife Tiffany Harrison, a practicing Speech
Language Pathologist certified by the American Speech and Hearing Association. Copyright
(C) 2012 RWH Technology. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad
are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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